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By CLARISSA JVIARTINEZ
The Pan American
Cmfews have existed for hundreds of
years, whether they are placed by a parent to
ensure the safety of their children, or on a
city that has been invaded by an opposing
society, or even on ethnic groups like in the
1960s when African Americans couldn't leave
their homes after a certain time during race
riots. Now. juveniles are the citizens being
targeted with rules limiting their movement.
Ln May 1996 President Bill Clinton
announced that he was supporting a new teen
curfew policy. His policy recommended
weekday curfews at 9 p.m. for teenagers, with
punishments of fines and court summons for
parents of offenders. Though this was widely

seen as an eleclion-year tactic, it gained a
great deal of attention from both the press
and lawmaking bodies around the country.
New curfews were added in greater numbers
than ever.
Currently juvenile curfews are in cities of
Texas such as Austin, Baytown, Corpus
Christi, Dallas, El Paso, Fort \Vorth,
Galveston, Houston, Plano, Round Rock, San
Antonio, and Wichita Falls.
The Edinburg City Council is expected to
vote in favor of continuing the juvenile
curfew ordinance that has been placed on the
city May I, 1994. Curfews must be reviewed
annually at which lime their continuance is
debated. The Edinburg ordinance imposes a
curfew for those under 17 Sunday through
Thursday from 10:30 p.m. to 6 a.m. and
Friday and Saturday from midnight to 6 a.m.
Edinburg Police Chief Quirino Munoz is
one individual who feels that the curfew
should be continued and says that it has been

1998
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86
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Burglaries

__.........
602

559

Source:TexasYouthCommission

one of the contributing factors to the decrease
in juvenile arrests.
''It can continue to be an invaluable tool for
the police department in the coming years in
its fight against juvenile criminal activity that
may develop in association with the
population growth and progress in the city,"
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Phillip Batres of the South TexasIndian Dancersperformsthe Grass Stomp dance for
a croWdIn the Quad Tuesday.See Earth Day picture page on Page 6.
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By BELINDA REYES
The Pan American
The newly elected members of Student
Government Association plan to start their
terms with a goal: to encourage a higher
rate of student involvement with the
organization. Voter lllrnout for l\1arch 's
election was 1.179, higher than 2002 's
I, I 00.
The new president and vice president of
UTPA are Paco Yiellma and Oscar Garza,

respectively. They beat their opponents by
over 200 votes and will now spearhead
the effort to publicize the gToup ·s work
and get students into the mix. The four
Senators at Large this year are Marialicia
Andrade, Gabriela Lopez, Carlos Rios and
Arianna Vazquez.
Andrade explained that her duty is to
represent the entire UTPA student body on
whatever issues come up. In March there
were also elections for college
representatives, who bring college issues

to the senators at large. Two or three
people represent each college. So through
that conduit arrangement, student
concerns become SGA topics for
discussion.
"\Ve plan events for the students and
take action in what students want,
Andrade said. "We try to promote student
involvement and more than anything, we
are the students voice when dealing with
administration."
Andrade also said that SGA would like

lo encourage more student activity at their
weekly meetings, which are held Tuesday
evenings at 6 p.m. on the third floor at the
Student Union. She said that usually very
few students go to lhe meetings.
"We meet every Tuesday to discuss
student events and complaints," Andrade
said. '·Every single person is invited to
attend our meetings."
Some of SGA's upcoming plans are to
get student ideas for a new recreation
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Missionaccomplished?
Dear Editor:
Most would acknowledge the myriad
problems facing the area's public school
systems. The list, unfortunately, is long:
bloated administrations, teacher burnout,
squabbling and inept school boards,
alleged financial mismanagement. and an
excessive focus on TAKS preparation.
The results include high rates locally for
unemployment, poverty, crime, and teen
pregnancy • schools simply are not
producing enough good global citizens
with fundamental learning skills to
improve Valley life.
All that makes it tragic that UTPA, the
major option for many desiring to pursue
a higher education in the region, mostly
fails to provide the quality instruction that

GOT

the Rio Grande Valley so desperately
needs. Rather, those in charge promote a
'"corporate model .. in which the
University sells student-consumers a
desirable product • high grades • instead
of being a place where the dissemination
of knowledge flourishes. In addition,
cronyism is alive and well • Pan Am may
combine the worst aspects of bureaucracy
and el cunado.
Certainly in the Humanities division,
the semi-official mandate to inflate
grades, practice social promotion, and
pass every warm body regardless means
that professors who attempt to maintain
appropriate standards are dealt with
harshly. This inversion of legitimate
educational goals, unsurprisingly, causes
despair among the most caring teachers
and cynicism about the system among the
brightest students.

\Vhether or not Pan Am has become
merely a diploma mill proffering devalued
degrees should be the topic of pressing
debate on campus: its head honchos, those
responsible for establishing policy, have
shown more interest in protecting their
fiefdoms and the flow of dollars than
helping the school reach its academic
promise. (This letter, let me acknowledge
explicitly, is concerned with the overall
state of affairs: undoubtedly select
individual students are still giving it the
01· college try.) The students, of course,
are the ones who ultimately suffer. Let"s
hope they begin to demand something
better.

Sincerely,
i\•lic.hael~Vinkelman
Professor of English (retired),
University of Texas-Pan Anteric.an

SOMETHING
TO SAY?

ThePanAmericanwants to hear what you haveto
say aboutstories, current eventsor anythingyou
want to rant about. Sendyourresponsesto
panameditor@hotmail.com
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scansMiddleEast
By ARIANNA VAZQUEZ

The Pa11Am.erica11
l11e Middle East is a hot topic these
days, and with that in mind, Dr. Sonia L.
Alianak is in the process of finishing a
book depicting Middle Eastern countries
and their leaders.
Alianak. a political science professor at
the University of Texas-Pan American who
focuses on international politics, has
signed a deal with a New York publishing
company for her first book titled, ''Middle
Easteni Leaders And Solid-Religious
Tensions: A Precarious Equilibrium."
l11e book, part of a series called, Studies
in lnteniational Relations, deals with the
role of leadership in Middle Eastern
countries, and the balance between politics
and religion.
Alianak 's book also creates a new
theoretical model, which she called the
Seesaw Model. With il, she explains the
relationship religion takes between Middle
East leaders and their countries.
She also explained how she wanted to
do something different, beyond the
mundane political books that are usually
written about the Middle East.
''tvty book focuses on the religious
relationship between the leader and the
ruled," Alianak explained. ''And the give
and take of the Seesaw !Vlodel."
l11e theory behind the Seesaw Model is
that Middle East leaders use religion to
help maintain a settled equilibrium. An
example of that would be, when a leader is
faced with a crisis; the leader will turn to
religion to try to influence his people to
support him, and his actions.
''People are more religious now," she
said. "So now the niler wants to appear
more religious to stay in power."
l11e book consists of five chapters, each
pertaining Loa different country, and its
leader. The Middle Eas\en1 countries are
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Syria, and
Egypt.
According to Alianak, because of the
current war with Iraq, the chapter on lraq
and Saddam Hussein might have lo be
extended.
"In the case of Iraq, if Saddam Hussein
is removed. I will probably be adding the
pan of the new regime." Alianak said.
l11e chapter on lrnq focuses on how
Hussein actually used religion, proving the
Seesaw Model, during his dictatorship.
To obtain the research material used for
the chapter on Hussein, Alianak analyzed
his speeches, and what was written about
him on Iraqi media to learn his
background and intentions.
Another topic that would be seen in the
book is that of media coverage in the
Middle East, and how the media uses
religious myths to justify the niles and
actions of the leader in question.
She also added that her research resulted
in leaniing how rulers interpret the Koran.
the Islamic Bible. in order to use religion
to their advantage.
However, the research for this book
started when she first got interested in
writing publications after obtaining her
doctorate at The University of Texas at
Austin in 1998.
Her background was an essential
element to her work on the Middle East.

DR. SONIA L. ALIANAK
Alianak, of Armenian descent. was born in
Sudan. which is commonly known as
Black Africa, and later moved to Egypt
with her family. There, she attended school
at the American University in Cairo,
getting her bachelor's degree in political
science with a minor in journalism.
Soon after, she went to the American
University of Beirut, and got her masters
in illlernational relations. She then
immigrated to the United States to pursue
her doctorate. In her dissertation,
"Hierarchical Dissonance in Values &
Iranian Revolution", Alianak found her
passion, and realized she wanted to focus
on the Middle East and its leaders.
"I got interested because l have always
been interested on leadership." Alianak
stated. "I was interested in religion
because Islam is so important now in the
Middle East, so I thought of combining
my two interests, of religion used by
leaders."
Since she lived half of her life in the
Middle East, and knew the ropes around
the countries, she was not a traveler, but a
citizen.
\Vith her eyes set in the Middle East she
then started to research, and write articles,
which she has presented in international,
state, and regional conferences.
Out of I6 papers presented in various
conventions, Alianak has three published
mticles. l11e Scandinavian Journal of
Development Alternatives published one
of the three. and made it a worldwide
publication.
However, the book, which is due out
next year, has not stopped Alianak's
research on other articles. This weekend
she presented one of her articles at the
Southwest Social Sciences Association
Conference in San Antonio.
Dr. Jerry Polinard, chair of the political
scienc-e depmtment, stated his opinion
about Alianak's work in the university, and
outside it.
''She is a valued colleague, particularly
given her area of expertise in the l\1iddle
East," Polinard commented. "She is a
valuable part of our department."
Alianak concluded by stating her
feelings toward UTPA, and its students.
She has lived here since 1989.
"I have really enjoyed leaching here at
UTPA," Alianak said. "I like the students.
and the motivation and interest they bring
lo my classes.''

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ

11wPan American
Volunteer service has always been a must
for the success of a community. Whether
service comes from a local school spending a
weekend cleaning a city pm·k.or senior
citizens org,mizing monthly cultural or
infonnational events, a community benefits
from people generously offering their Limefor
their town. In McAllen, there are individuals
serving tlie community in a rather unique way.
Friends of McAllen Memo,ial Library
(FMML) is an org,mization of members of the
McAllen community that spends time
providing help and service to the local librmy.
The McAllen Memorial Librmy was
originally created to be a memo,ial lo the men
and women who died in \Vorld War II. To this
day it colllinues to provide a wide variety of
resources mid services to the conunw1ity.The
library is a member of the Hidalgo County
Library System and participates in the HCLS
Union Catalog, which offers local interlibrary
loans m11ongparticipating librmies, as well as
free direct access to member libraries.
\Vith all that was changing in the city, a
group of individuals felt that they could assist
by spending a couple hours a week al the
library. Founded in 1967, FM!VILwas one of
the first organizations devoted to helping out
the community librruy.According to Pat
Moyer, current president of tl1eFMML. the
mission of the group is to support and
strengthen the McAllen !VlemorialLibrary ,md
its branches, to provide a means for the public
lo recycle their books and magazines, and to
promote fellowship among its members.
1l1e FMML membership website explains
that members of the organization can
participate in a number of different volw1teer
activities to help the library. Members can

help sell books in the Main Street Book Store,
sort books for sale in the book store, review a
book for a meeting of the FMML, or even
host a meeting.
l11rough the years FM!VILhas been able to
contribute to tl1elibrary in an assortnient of
diverse ways. Major contributions include
collection of circulating mt prints, ,md a CD
music collection. l11e orgm1izationwas also
involved in the purchase of the first
microfilm/fiche reader/printer for tl1elibrary
mid the complete microfiche collection of
poetry is indexed in Grainger's Index of
Poetry.
l11e hardware m1dsoftwm-eused by the
Libraty's Local Area Network computer
system were made possible due to a FMML
grant and much of the equipment that
distributes tl1eInternet within the librmy wa,
also accomplished by the FMML.
l11e Friends' Bookstore evolved from ru1
isolated annual sale to an elllire bookstore tl1at
is located near tl1efront of the library. Jt is
open seven afternoons a week, and is staffed
enlit-elyby volunteers, with sale books
donated by the public. Books donated to the
Friends m-efu-stscreened by library staff, and
those which would benefit the library's
collection are donated ai1dcataloged into the
collection.
'vVithtlie publishing of a monthly
newsletter, FMJ\1Lhelps by listing the
orgru1izedclasses tl1atai-eexpected to be
taught at the McAllen l\1emorial Library as
well as announcing meetings that are
scheduled to take place that month in order to
keep people awm·eof eve,ything the library
has to offer. The FMML also sponsors author
book chats.
For the pa,t several weeks, the Friends
Bookstore has been having specially sales to
raise money to buy new materials.

Addictionconference
set to begintomorrow
By HILDA BARRIENTES

The Pan American
As a way to receive updated information
on issues related lo colmseling,
rehabilitation, and addictions, the
Addictions Studies Project along with The
University of Texas Pan-American's
Departmelll of Rehabiljtation Services will
sponsor The Counseling and Addictions
Issues Conference. The conference will be
held on April 25 and 26 at the Holiday Inn
Civic Center in McAllen.
Attendees at the conference can earn up
10 IO holu-s of continuing education units,
do some networking, and learn more about
UTPA's Rehabilitation Services program.
According to Judith Guetzow, coordinator
of the Addictions Studies Project, the
continuing education units go toward
licensed counselors such as Licensed
Chemical Dependency Counselor, License
Professional Counselor. Certified
Rehabilitation Counselor and Licensed
Social Worker.
"There are those licensed counselors who
need to acquire I00 CEUs over a five-year
spmi,'' Guetzow said. "They can acquire
some at the conference and have a chance to
meet facull y and staff.''
Suzanne Mireles, coordinator of the
conference, says the event makes a
difference lo UTPA students and

community professionals because they are
able to make contact with other
professionals and agencies.
"·Networking and collaborating with other
agencies is an important aspect in the field
of rehabilitation and counseling,'' Mireles
said. "This aspect enhances the continuing
education experience .•,
Eva Miller, assistant professor at UTPA,
will be giving a lectu1-eon "Sexuality After
a Spinal Cord Injury from a 'vVomen's
Perspective." She says the conference helps
fonner students as well as ma,ter's students
because the students do not have to travel to
continue their education.
"They can slay here," Miller said. ·'nie
conference also suppo,ts the community and
serves recruitment purposes."
Miller added the conference will focus on
other aspects of rehabilitation and
addictions, with people representing legal
issues involved with djsabilities, folk
remedies for illnesses, ethics relating to
counseling and fan1ilies during recovery
stage.
Guetzow said the conference usually has
ati average of 75 people attending, but
hopes to reach a goal of I00 people. The fee
is SI 00 for both days and IO CE Us. To
attend on April 25 only, the fee is $80 and 7
CEUs will be acquired. To attend on April
26 only, the fee is $40 and 3 CEUs will be
acquired.
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Mesmerizing
research
By or,,tAIRA GALARZA

TirePan American

FellpeSaavedra
Blology
Senior
The Kings are going to win becausethey
are the best. They are just a really good
team.

JoelGarza
Klneslology
Sophomore
Sacramentois going to win. They are
really good and they have the best bench
on the NBA.

JohnAlmelda
Physician
AssistantProgram
Senior
I want the Spurs to win but
unfortunately the Lakers are going to
win. I think it is all fixed for them to
win.

JuanE. Garza
Rehabllltatlon
Counsellng
Graduate
I'm an anti-Lakers guy and I think
the Mavericks are going to win.
Overall, they have a really good
team in all areas - offense and
defense, it's a really strong team.

PabloRazo
Klneslology
Senior
Kings are going to win. They are the
best and also because they've come
so close in many years.

After observinghis own sensorysensitivity,a
professoral the Universityof Texas-Pan
An1ericanuses hypnosisto look for ways to
improvehumanhealtl1conditionswitl1a focus
on the interactionbetweenmind and body.
Dr. Grant Benham,an a,sistant professorin
the Departmentof Psychologyad Anthropology
at UTPA,began to wonderhow people's
awarenessof 01eirenvironmentrelates lo their
healtl1when he discoveredhis own sensitivityto
sound and sunlight,so he embarkedon a series
of studies ll1athe refers to as "the body/mind
interaction."
Vv'itl1
his study on tl1econnectionbetween the
mind and body.he incorporatestl1euse of
hypnosis.
"Hypnosisis a part of what I research,but it's
just one aspectof my research,"Benhan1said.
'"Hypnosishas many differentareas. II
involvesmemory,obviouslypeopleuse it in
therapy,peopleuse it in medicine,''he said.
"All sorts of differentareas of psychologycome
togetl1er."
Accordingto im ruticlepublishedin tl1e
ScientificAmericanin July 200 I by MichaelR.
Nash, "Hypnosisis findingmedicaluses in
controllingchronic pain, in counteringanxiety
and even--incombinationwith conventional
operating-roomprocedures-in helpingpatients
lo recovermore quicklyfrom outpatient
surgery."
"My interestsru·emore in tl1emincVbody
connection,"said Benhan1,who receivedhis
Ph.D. in experimentalpsychologyfrom the
Universityof Tennessee,Knoxvillein Dec.
2000. ·'So I got interestedin hypnosisbecausea
lot of researchhas shown the possibilityof using
hypnosisto influencephysiologicalor biological
aspects.''
As a graduatestudent Benhamtaught various
psychologycourses al UTK such as. Statisticsin
Psychologyand lntroducto1yPsychology.TI1en
he was an adjunctprofessorfor a year in
TennesseeWesleyanCollegein tl1eDeparnnent
of BehavioralSciences,where he taught
Physiologicalpsychologyand Social Research
l\1ethods.
THE EARLYDAYS
TI1edissertationBenhrunwroteal UTK was
titled "Secretoryi1nmunoglobinA and herut rate
reactionsto mentalarithmeticru1dhypnotic
suggestions,"and tl1ispaper is one of the
elements in the bigger picturehe envisions.
"My dissertationhad been on using hypnosis
to alter imnmne fi.mctioning,"
he said.
TI1estudy showed that hypnosisdid have ru1
effecton increasingimmunefunctioning.but he
wantsto take this further.
"Youmay be able to show this increasein
immune fi.mctioning,
but how does that tnmslate
then later into peoplebeing sick or being well?"
Benhamwonders. "Does it reallymake a
clinicaldifferencein terms of their health?"
He ha~tl1reepublicationsin scientificjouinals
and one scholarlysubmission,all relatingto
work he has done in ,m attemptlo answer his
own questions. His most recent publicationcru1
be foui1din the InternationalJournalof Clinical
and ExperimentalHypnosis.
·These are all studies tlmthave lo be done."
Benhamsaid. "they haven't been done yet.''

CURRENT
STUDIES
He initiatedhis current researchwhen he left
T\VC lo join UTPA'sfaculty in August2002.
"Right now I'm lookingat two things,"
Benhamsaid. "One study I've just startedand
the other one I'm planningon starlingin tl1e
fall.''
·'One study is lookingat tl1emeasureof
sensorysensitivity,its indicationof bow
sensitivepeople are lo stimuli in lhefr

DR. GRANT BENHAM
environmentssuch as, heal or cold or noises or
smells," he said. ''TI1eotl1erone is just kind of a
fun thing to do, it may have practical
applicationslater."
TI1esecond study deals with a phenomenon
where a hypnotistcreates tl1eillusionthat a
subjectshand is desensitized. Eachstudy
Benhamconducts is a piece of a largerpuzzle.
"All of these things rue baby steps towards
trying to get ru1idea of tl1ebigger picture,''
Benhamsaid. ''\Vhal can we do lo control our
physiologythroughmentaltechniques? Is tl1at
reallygoing to make us he,tllhierif we do tl1is?"
STANDARDIZEDSCALES
Benhrunuses stru1dru·dized
scales in his
expe1imentalresearchthat containa series of
questionsto detennine ru1ytl1ing
from how
hypnolizablea person is lo what their average
levelof stress is, dependingon which scale is
used.
Each scale is basicallya script tlmta hypnotist
followsin order to hypnotizea subject. TI1e
scale Benham uses has 39 questions,is about a
page long and was taken from older scales witl1
over I00 questions.
"We generallyuse a very standardizedscale,
ru·oundtl1e1950sru1d60ssome good scales
were put togetl1er,"Benhamsaid. ''And they
standru·dizedit in the sense that you followa set
script ru1ddo specificsuggestionssuch as,
puttingtl1eiran11stogetl1erabout a fool apart in
frontof tl1em,giving the suggestionthat tl1ey're
going lo be pulled together."
"They're going to feel a force pullingthem
1ogetl1er
mllil tl1eytouch,"he said. ·'And tl1en
you have some sort of measurementlo assess
whetherthey passedthe suggestionby the end
of tl1islime period."
Duiing his firstsemester at UTPA.Benham
performeda scale on a groupof studentsfor his
sensorysensitivitysn1dy.l11isscale differsfrom
traditionalstandardizedsc,tlesbecauseit has
questionsthat focus more on the subject's senses
and reactionlo environmentalfactors.
Based on the data he hopesto understand
how sensitivetl1eyare lo noise, temperature,
bright lightsand otl1erenvironmentalfactors.
Once he compilesthe data he plru1sto conduct
specificquestionsabout a
sc,tlestl1atru1Swer
personshealtl1or generalwell-being.
·The idea is not necessarilyjust lo have tllis
linfonnation],"Benhrunsaid. ·'But then to see
whetherii relatesto otl1erthings. So we·re
going lo ad!ninisterscales alongsideit such as,
the average levelof stress.how stressedthey rue
generally,tl1eirhealth behavior,how ill they
have been over the las!six weeks or whatever
else.''
TI1egoal is to see if the1eis a relationship
between tl1esescales mid a person's healtl1,and
if theirenvironmentp1edictstheir levelof
healtl1.
"This is ve1yexploratory,tl1ereisn't much
researchout tl1erelo supportthis one way or
ru1other."he said. '·It's kind of breakingnew
grow1d,wllich is a fun way lo do research,it's
the way I preferlo do it."
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By 01\'IAIRA GALARZA
The Pan American

to all faculty and staff Feb. 24, the
university's budget will be cut
$12,188,559 in the next biennium. A
flexible hiring freeze for administrative
and staff positions was put into effect as a
strategy to balance the budget.
The budget cuts have significantly
impacted department's abilities to hire
full-time employees, however,
departments can still hire UTPA workstudy students, \Villiam Nlorley wrote in a
leller to all UTPA supervisors Feb. I 0.
Morley, the uni,•ersity·s work-study
coordinator, explained that work-study is
a federal program, so lhe money it
receives from the government will not
change in the coming year.
"The way work-study works is the
government pays about sixty percent of
the student ·s wages and the depart men ls
pay the difference," said Morley, 28.
·'Now if the department doesn't have the
difference to pay those wages, they won't

\Vork-study jobs are a primary source of
income for over 900 students at the
University of Texas-Pan American. Recent
state-mandated budget cuts have worried
students who are employed by the
program. But it appears that work-studies
will not be affected adversely.
The work-study program is a form of
financial aid students receive when they
work in a department al the university.
Students depend on these jobs to pay for
tuition and books.
'·t fell concerned, not only for my
sake," said Nlara Garcia, a senior al
UTPA. ·'Bui for others who count on
having the job semester after semester,
and knowing that it helps in providing for
school and their daily lives.''
According to a memo Dr. Miguel
Nevarez, president of the university, sent

PLANScontinued
frompage1
center and promote a child daycare
center on campus, which is in currently
being planned.
•·,ve know that students may not
participate in activities, because they
have children. So, if there is a day care.
they will be able to attend class and be
involved," Andrade said. The cost for
day care is still being researched; it may
come from student tuition fees Andrade
added.
The upcoming year for SGA is full of

be able to hire students."
The only way a student employed by
the work-study program could be affected
is if their department is unable to pay.
Departments are required to pay 30
percent of each student's wage.
"\Vork-studies are guaranteed a rate of
pay," Morley said. ''They·re guaranteed at
least minimum wage, so they can't cut
pay.
At this point students have no reason to
worry in either respect. \Vages are set, and
the departments have ample funds.
..As far as I've heard so far, and I've
been asking a lot of departments, .. Morley
said. "I don't see any major obstacles for
next year. We're still going to be doing
okay with the work-study program."

..

Marina Esc-obar,an administratlve
associate with New Student and Visitors
Services. is relieved that her department
will continue to employ its estimated 40
work-studies. She has two work-studies

under her, who she depends on to lead
projects and finish tasks she does not
have time lo complete.
"Percentage-wise I rely on work-studies
90 percent," said Marina Escobar. "I
depend on them a lot and they know that."
Escobar is not the on! y person who
relies on work-studies to complete
projects.
"They do count on us to get the jobs
that they need more help on done," said
Garcia, who works in the office of the
dean of college of arts and humanities.
As much as the departments depend on
these individuals, the work-studies
themselves rely on their jobs as a source
of income.
"I count on having the work-study job
semester after semester," Garcia said.
''This job has helped me so much. II helps
me pay my bills, and I even pay for my
books and everything."

CURf EW continuedfrompage1
plans, but there is still a missing link.
There are still office positions to be
filled. The openings are for three people
to represent graduate schools. three for
the College of Education, one person for
the College of Science and Engineering,
one chief of justice. two associate
justices, and several senator
representative-s.
Interested students should call 3812517 or drop by the University Center
in room 322 for an application.

ewllicers
Elected members of Student
Government Association:
President: Paco Viellma
Vice president: Oscar Garza
Senators at large: Marialicia Andrade,
Gabriela Lopez, Carlos Rios, Arianna
Vazquez
representativesfrom:
ege of Educ
College of Science
Justice, Associate Judge

Nlunoz said in a re-cent Edinburg Daily
both police officers and parents, it's a waste
Review article.
of time.
However, some feel that a juvenile
"The research is minimal at best, of
curfew is not such a good idea because it
which there is no consensus as to whether
doesn't work on those juveniles who
it works," Dantzker said. "Personally I
commit crimes.
think it has little impact on crime. Those
Dr. Rosalva Resendiz of the University
juveniles who are going to commit crime
of Texas-Pan American criminal justice
aren't worried about a curfew anyway.•·
For those who feel a curfew is
department is familiar with the literature of
juvenile justice studies and feels that youth
unconstitutional, Dantzker said there is
are restricted unfairly by curfews placed on
nothing that a curfew law does to take
away a citizen·s rights. He adds that
them.
'· Adolescence is a ti me for the youth to
parents should be the ones to make the
explore, learn and grow," Resendiz said.
decisions.
''I believe it is primarily the parents'
"Instead of helping them to explore outside
of the box. society retains and represses
responsibility but when they fail then the
them.''
community should step in."
Resendiz however, feels that there are
She continued to say that adolescence is
certain situations where individuals' rights
a time of rebellion, and that adding laws
are being invaded because of the cu,few,
such as the curfew simply makes criminals
but that when there is a
out of people who
would not normally
fear that safety is being
break the law. By
threatened, authorities
What about the
breaking cmfew, a
react.
sixteen-year-olds that
child could be labeled
In Raymondville,
are married or have
as deviant.
detective Robert
··\Vhat about the
children? If they are
Martinez says that the
sixteen-year-olds that
living on their own and
curfew is helping the
town handle the
are married or have
need to take their child
to a doctor in the middle
children?" Resendiz
problems that arise
with juveniles. The
said. "lf they are
of the night it would be
odd to arrest them for
curfew which began
living on their own
missing curfew.
and need to take their
two years ago is I 0
child to a doctor in
p.m. to 6 a.m. on the
- Dr. Rosalva Resendiz,
weekdays with the
the middle of the
CriminalJustice Department
night it would be odd
curfew starting at
midnight on Friday
to arrest them for
missing curfew."
and Saturday.
Resendiz also acknowledges the fact that
"We basically just pick up the kids and
take them home," Martinez said. ''For the
juveniles may not be the one ones that are
past couple of years we've seen
being restricted. She noted the with the
improvement, and the cmfew helps us
increase of fear of crime, more groups are
handle the community better b)• watching
being singled out.
"\Ve now are in a situation where if
the youth and their actions.''
someone is suspe-ctedof being involved in
The university itself has seen a decrease
in its crime rate over the last few years but
tenorism, they can be held indefinitely by
it's unknown if the juvenile curfew has had
authorities," Resendiz said. ·'tf someone is
just hanging out at a convenience store they an impact on it.
·'There has been less incidence of graffiti
could be charged for loitering. What is
and skateboarding around campus but we
criminal about simply silting in front of a
haven't really seen any major major
plac-e?These laws can make someone be
crimes," UTPA University Police Chief
involved in an allege crime when really
Howard Miller said. "However, we can't
they aren't doing anything wrong.''
really say that it's been the juveniles of the
Dr. Mark Dantzker of the criminal justice
community that have been committed the
department said that unless there is truly a
acts...
means to enforce juvenile curfew betwe-en
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Culture Club .......
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Movie review

One-Act
Play
April25at 7 p.m.
Place:
McAllen
HighSchool
Auditorium
Event:
McAllen
High
students
willperform
their
UILOne-Act
Playproduction
of scenes
fromIrish
playwright
Marina
Carr's"By
theBogof Cats."
Price:Tickets
areavailable
at thedoorfor$3for
students
and$5foradults.
Phone:
(956)381-2655
'TheMousetrap'
April25-26at8 p.m.,April
27at 2:30p.m.
Place:Harlingen
Performing
ArtsTheatre,
1209FairPark
Blvd.
Event:
Agatha
Christie's
'TheMousetrap,'
thelongest
continuously-running
play,
willbeperformed
bya
diverse
castconsisting
of
highschoolstudents
to an
81-year-old.
Price:Tickets
are$12for
adults,$8forcollege
students
withIDand$6for
students
K-12.
Phone:
(956)412-PLAY

10

=

l

BookSigning
April24at noon
Place:
UTPA
library's
Schilling
Room.
Event:
ReneSaldana
Jr,a
UTPA
facultymember,
will
autograph
anddiscuss
"Finding
OurWay;his
newest
book.TheUTPA
Bookstore
willsellSaldana's
booksattheevent.
Phone:
(956)381-2303
LaVillaRealevents
April25-May
22
Place:LaVillaRealSpecial
Events
Center,
1201S.
Bentsen
Road,McAllen
Event:
April25- Rick
Springfield,
$45-55reserved,
$25general
admission;
April
26- Hypnotist
JohnMilton,
$20reserved,
$15general
admission;
May2 -Julio
Iglesias,
$80-155
reserved,
$55general
admission;
May
14- Evanescence,
The
Juliana
Theory,
12Stones,
Reach
454,$20general
admission;
May22- Juanes,
$35general
admission.
Phone:
(956)687-7121

• • • • •
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(All) - Both the men's

and women's choirs
performed Tuesday
evening In the Fine Arts
Auditorium

DanielAguilar
ffhe Ptm American

Bands trying to break music molds
Original Valley bands
struggle for acceptance
in the Tejano-saturated
local niusic scene
By ED\'VINA GARZA
The Pan American
Tiiroughout the Lone Star stale, up
along the East Coast and across the
Atlantic, the Rio Grande Valley is
known for its original music scene.
Oh no wait-it's
not.
But the question then becomes, is
that a problem?
t.1uch of the original music scene
seems to suffer because venues and
the community don't to want to hear
from bands outside of the Tejano or
cover band genres.
Becky Guzman of Edinburg
described what the scene means to
her as well as her peers.
"It's a family of lots of people:
bands, photographers, artists, poets,
singers, filmmakers, and regular
people," said Guzman. ''The scene is
anything, anyone, and everything
that is unaccepted by the
'mainstream .••,
In a predominantly Hispanic
cu llure Tejano bands, and cover
bands, gel sought out for events, and
pm1ies constanll y. Many people
respond lo music they know.

Meanwhile, countless original bands
go unnoticed in the Valley.
''Few people embrace the music
because they associate it with
negativity," Guzman said. "You have
to start off somewhere, but
unfortunately, the Valley doesn't take
kindly to our bands.''
If hired to play at a bar, bm1dsplay
a majority of cover songs and only a
few of thei1·own works-if they're
even thal lucky, according lo Juan
Nevarez.
Nevarez, a show promoter, festival
organizer, and musician, sees first
hand how original music in the
Valley works-or perhaps, doesn·1.
When it comes to original music
versus cover bands Nevarez says,
"Patrons are not there to see the
band, but to enjoy themselves. so
clubs do not like originals.''

STRUGGLING FOR CHANGE
A familiar name and face within
the scene, Marcos Villarreal most
commonly known in the scene as
t.1arc Hardcore, has seen his share of
struggles since his involvemelll
starting in 1998.
"Original bands have had to adapt
and devise ways to exist and perfon11
their songs without local support
from venues and radio;' said
Villarreal.
Nevarez said Ll1atmusic of this
genre is built on ideals that

, , Once this self-defeatist mentality that the
'Valley sucks' is finally removed from all the
youth ljunior high to university level] then
not only the scene, but the Rio Grande
Valley will flourish with the dignity that all
'cultural Meccas' possess.
,,
- Marcos Villarreal, 'Marc Hardcore'

acceptance isn't a concern or even a
desire.
"There's a difference between
music and the actual scene,·· said
Nevarez. ''The unity that
exists ... does not come from the fact
that people think of Ll1ismusic as
unacceptable, but by the fact that
people themselves are thought as
unacceptable.''
The thought of many venues
across the Valley refusing to
showcase original music has the
members of the scene wm1ting lo do
more to get the music heard.
Guzman said the Valley's scene
embraces a wide range of original
music such as hardcore, punk. emo,
grindcore, and metal. TI1e fact that
this music exists here is unique since
people have been brought up in an
area that solely favors cover and

Tejano bands.
·'n1is 'idea' that original music
can and does exist in the Valley
despite conditions which are
designed to eliminate it. makes the
original music scene much stronger
and advantageous," said Villarreal.
\Vhile other musicians may equate
success with wealth and fa111e,
Villarreal said success is what the
musician makes of it.
"Success is the ability lo play what
you want and how you feel to people
who comprehend and value your
art;· he said.
''Give me original Valley bands'
passion for their music m1y day of
the week, as opposed to lhe
formulated 'profitable' top 40s crap
of Concrete Boots.''

SeeBANDSpage11
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VOCABULARY
• ADAGIO • a tempo having slow movement

The Valley Symphony Orchestra commemorates 50 years of perj
es with a season finale May 1 in the Fine Arts Auditoriui

• ALLEGRO • a direction to play lively and fast

By ARIANNA VAZQUEZ

• BEAT • the unit of musical rhythm

The Pan American

"Players have i1nproved a lot, and
the orchestra over all is a lot

--------------better."
The Valley Syn1phon.y
Orchestra is celebrating its golden
anniversary of bringing classical
n1usic to Valley residents.
The orchestra began in 1952
with the help of what was then
Pan A1nerican College, as a group
of volunteer n1usicians who
devoted their tirne by perforn1ing
free concerts throughout the
Valley and pa1ts of Mexico.
Over the years, the syrnphony
has used the culture surrounding
the Valley as an asset to perforn1
different types of n1usic other than
traditional syn1phonic rnelodies.
The use of Mexican, Indian, and
Spanish n1aterial has been added
to its repertoire of ballets, operas,
and chorale works.
Wallace Tucker, a n1usic
professor and tro1nbone player in
the syn1phony, has been part of
the ensemble since 1976,and said
it has grown a lot since then.
"It has been growing 1nore and
n1ore all the tin1e," Tucker said.

Charlotte Mizener, an associate
professor in the n1usic departn1ent
and a harp player in the
syn1phony. also stated that after
being part of the ensen1ble for
nearly 12years, it has been
exciting to se-echanges.
"It is very exciting to be part of
this growing, and changing
organization," Mizener
conunented. "Every year it sotu1ds
n1ore and n1ore like a professional
orchestra, and Jess like a
con1rnunity or university group."
The ensemble contains a
various group of people fron1
UTPA students, teachers, and
residents fron1 around the Valley.
Mizener added that the
con1n1unication and expression of
feeling throughout the rnembers is
an indescribable experience.
"Having an opportunity to be
part of what I think is the peak of
Western intellectual, and a1tistic
creation is a very rare gift," she
said. "I an1 grateful to work with

• CHORALE • a hymn sung by the choir and congrega-

tion often In unison
• CHORD • three or four notes played In harmony
• CLASSICAL • the period of music history from the mid-

1700s to the m!d-1800s.
• CONCERT MASTER • the first violin In an orchestra
• CONDUCTOR • one who directs the performers.He or

she dictates the tempo, phrasing.dynamics.and style by
gestures and facial expressions
• ENSEMBLE • the performanceof all of the Instruments
of an orchestraor voicesin a chorus
• FINALE • movementthat concludes the musicalcompo-

sition
• HARMONY • a combinationof two or three tones played

togetherIn the backgroundwhile a melody is being
played
• ORCHESTRA • a large group of Instrumentalistsplaying

together
• OVERTURE • introductionto an opera or other large

musicalworK
• PRELUDE • a short piece precededby a more substan-

tial work, also an orchestralIntroductionto opera
• RECITAL• a solo concertwith or wltllout accompani-

ment
• SYMPHONY • three to four movementorchestralpiece

the other
1nusicians, and to
[be able] to
I am gratefL
contribute to the
with the other
cultural life of the
Valley."
and to [be
The n1ost recent
conceit was held
contribute to
March 27 at
life of the
UTPA's Fine Arts
Auditoriun1. With
packed seats. the
• Charlotte Mlzener, i
audience gave a
standing ovation to
the n1usicians who
things he lil
played classics like Brah1ns
sy1nphony t
"Hungarian Dance No. 5," and
gets to expe
Tchaikovsky "Romeo and Juliet,"
works throu
to nan1e a few.
1nusic playe
This week's concert on
"Sy1npho1
Thursday May I, will have pieces po\verful pi,
such as, Tchaikovsky's "Piano
is very diffe
Concerto No. I, op. 23," and
Juliet' becat
Shostakovich's "Sy1nphony NO.
Russian soc
5, op. 47 ."
Tucker cc
Music instn1ctor Chris Gassler,
sy1nphony f
residents wi
a tron1bone player in the
ensemble, pointed out that every
art fonns, ,,
concert held differs fron1 each
and therefo1
other. He said that is one of the
appreciated.
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CLUB

Whatstudents
liketo read,listento andsurf.

13
JessicaGonzalez
Sophomore
Education
Movie: "I Am Sam"
CD: "Laundry Service" by Shakira

6

SYMPHONY SEATING LEGEND
formancm

1

11to work

In an orchestra, the role of the Conductor is to
indicate the musical beat. He or she is also in
charge of rehearsals and preparation.
First Violins -

Clarinets -

Part of Strings

Part of Woodwind

Second Violins Part of Strings

BassoonsPart of Woodwind

Violas -

Horns -

tssoclatemusic professor

Part of Strings

Part of Brass

cethe n1ostaboutthe
,ecausethe audience
riencedifferent art
gh the variety of the
d.
~y No. 5 is a very
ece,"Gasslersaid. "It
:rentfron1 ;Ron1eoand
.1seit deals with
iety during war ti1ne."
,nunentedthat the
,rovidesValley
th one of the highest
,hich is pure 1nusic,
·e,it should be

Cellos -

Trumpets -

Part of Strings

Part of Brass

• •
•mus1c1ans,
able} to
the culture
Valley

''

6

Double Basses Part of Strings
Flutes Part of Woodwind
Oboes Part of Woodwind

13

II]

Trombones/TubasPartof Brass
TimpaniPartof Percussion
HarpPartof Percussion

NayatzinSolis
Junior
Education
CD: "GetRichor DieTryin"by 50 cent
Book: "Tuesdays With Morrie" by Mitch Alborn
Website: isketch.org

ZaidaBarrera
Sophomore
Education
Movie: "~ Walk To Remember"
CD: DueloBook: "Ophelia Speaks" by Sara Shandler
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Film makes big splash 1n U.S.
'Spirited Away' takes
vie1rversto a surreal
storybook land
By KEIL SHULTS
The Pan American
Thursday at 7 p.m. and again Friday
al 3 and 7 p.m ... Spirited Away,.. this
year·s Oscar winner for Best Animated
Film will be shown in the Student
Union Theater.
ll played in Valley theaters for little
more than a week, but if you have the
lime, 1 highly suggest catching ii at one
of these three screenings al the Union
on campus.
This Japanese epic was directed by
Hayao Miyazaki, considered by many to
be the world·s greatest living director of
animated films. His previous film,
'"Princess Mononoke,''

was an amazing

achievement that must be seen to be
believed.
Prior lo that he helmed ·'Kiki 's
Delivery Service .. and ··~1y Neighbor
Totaro ... All of these films recently

became available on DVD following the
recent Oscar victory.
..Spirited Away.. is essentially an
Eastern spin on the familiar ''Alice in
\Vonderland'' yarn.
The film begins by introducing us to
the young, whiny, apathetic Chihiro.
Her parents are driving her to their
new home, but they quickly become
sidetracked during her father's
attempted shortcut.
They soon locate what appears lo be
an abandoned fairgrounds of some sort,
and while Chihiro begs her parents to
go back to the car, her parents find food
and begin devouring ii rapaciously.
Before the audience has time to figure
out what's going on. the parents have
transformed into wild boars, greedily
munching away al the mysterious feast.
Al this moment, the film takes a turn
for the su1Teal, and it doesn't let up for
the next two hours, during which
Chihiro must mature rapidly in order to
save her parents.
It should be staled that I am not
necessarily a fan of Japanese animation
or any of its offshoots.
However, this is a brilliant film,
putting substance before style, while

still managing lo possess truly unique,
dazzling visuals.
Still, despite being chock full of
fantastic creatures and focusing on a
young heroine, the movie is not your
typical children's or family fare.
~1jyazaki's films, this one most
especially, are complex, medjtalive
tales, and you will gel something new
from them each time you experience
them.
A local critic admitted to being
confused by the film, suggesting that
because it was from a different
culture, it proved completely
nonsensical to American viewers.
This is simply not the case.
Just don't sit back and expect a
totally passive movie-going
experience. Miyazaki respects and
loves his audiences enough lo nol
only take them into fascinating,
original worlds, but also to ask them
to think for themselves.
''Spirited Away .. has an essentially
storybook beginning and end. but it's
the bizarre, beautiful journey in
between that truly makes this a
modern masterpiece.

(Above) - Bathhouse workers say goodbye to Chthlro as she tries to save her parents.

(Right) - Chlhlro and ·No Name" ride a train lo see Yubaba's twin sister Zenlba.
www.movieweb.com

Arts & Entertainment Briefs Thursday,April 24-Friday,May 2 The "Wanted," a senior exhibition,
features Bachelor's of Fine Arts students
Alejandra Cerda, Ana Garcia, Tesalonica
Garcia, Eunice Hernandez, Adrian Lares,
Ramiro Lozano and Omar Valdes in the
University Gallery. A reception will be held
Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the gallery.

Thursday,April 24-Thursday,May 1
-Artists Kirk Clark and Anne ClarkLawson present a father-daughter art
exhibition titled "Traditions" in the Clark
Gallery. A reception will be held May 1
from 6 to 8 p.m. in the gallery.

Friday,April 25-Monday,May 12 The UTPA Graphic Design Program and
the Department of Communication have
teamed up to co-sponsor "Faces at
Fred's," a digital art exhibition hosted by
Dr. Rodolfo Rocha, dean of the College
of Arts and Humanities.
The exhibition features graphics
imagery, web page design and 20
animation, all by UTPA graphic design
students.
An opening reception will be held Friday
at 5 p.m. in CAS 1.40/42, the computer
room.

Wednesday,April 30-Sunday,May 4 The University Theater presents the world
premier of Milcha Sanchez Scott's new
play in the Jeffers Theatre in the
Communication Arts and Sciences
building.
UTPA commissioned the work to
celebrate the university's 75th anniversary.
The play begins at 8 p.m. weeknights and
2 p.m. for the Sunday matinee. Tickets are
$5 for general admission, $10 reserved or
$50 for a season subscription. For more
information, contact the theater at 9956)
381-3581.
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Nevarez immediately responde-0to what he
believes is the biggest struggle the scene has
to overcome.
"Venues! You have gear. but you can't find
a venue," Nevarez said.
Nevarez has been providing his familyowned Tony's Restaurant in downtown
Mission as such a place to hold shows.
Musicians and their friends have starte-0to
use family businesses after hours or often the
family garage for shows.
"lt's not perfect, but everyone tries their
best to include everyone and to help each
other out,'' said Guzman.
Villarreal said he thinks the scene would be
al the loosing end if it were to gain
acceptance.
"l think the scene would actually hm1 more
or lose its already existing 'unity' if it was
accepted by the mainstream community." he
said. "I would like the Valley community one
day to embrace its underground culture
without exploiting or robbing the scene of its

value."
The influence of the scene is strong
amongst the younger scenesters. Guzman said
more kids are picking up guitars, drumsticks,
basses, and going to shows at an earlier age.

THE FUTURE OF ORIGINAL MUSIC IN
THERGV
"Ambitious individuals and the original
music c-ollective in the Valley, known as the
UNION, are the only methods which have
gained ground and have made original music
in the Valley as a consistent phenomenon,"
VillaJTeal said.
The UNION provides monthly shows and
votes on differelll bands to have a constant
place for music fans to go. Before the

,,

Bands are
respected and
have even begun
to tour and play
festivals-even the
Warped Tour. , ,
- Becky Guzman, Edinburg resident

UNION was stm1ed, there was the Coven of
Imagination at UTPA that held shows on
campus once a semester.
''l11e UNION played a good pm1 in
establishing shows on a regular basis, but
you know, you have to give props to the
previous generation that began all this in the
early 80s," said Guzn1an. ''Because of their
dedication, people like me came out to shows
and eventually grew fond of what we had."
The purpose of the UNION, said VillaJTeal,
is to give bands the opportunity to play
music based on merit and not the number of
people the band may know within the scene.
''I would like to think that I tried to help
new bands and aided in attempting to give
more kids a chance to play their music in a
region that violently opposes the suppo,1 and
growl11of original music,'' said Villarreal.
To promote local talent, Nevarez created
the We'll Play for Food Festival in April of
2001. The festival raised money and had a
canned food drive for the RGV Food Bm1k.
tvlonths later, Nevarez teamed up with
another local show promoter, Evana Vleck to

start the South Texas Underground Music
Festival. ln operation for two years now,
STUMF has featured local and statewide
talent. STUM F has raised money and
awareness for charitable groups around the
Valley including ADVANCE and a youth
organization in Pharr.
\Vith festivals and shows being held what
seems like every weekend, the scene has
started to earn respect in the community.
"Bands are respected and have even begun
to tour and play festivals-even the \Varped
Tour.'' said Guzman. ''Bands are recording
and having their music presse-0and looked at
by labels. Some have been signed to local
and non-local labels."
Efforts like those of Guzman, Nevarez,
Vleck, Villarreal, the vmious scenesters as
well as the bands keep the scene thriving.

"The scene will always be in the Valley in
some way or form," said Villarreal.
;'Valley kids should be happy of who they
are and what they're doing. Once they realize
this, mid I mean really understand. then they
can move mountains. Kids won ·t be waiting
for shows, or leaving town to go to shows
because, 'the shows back home suck.' Instead
they' U make shows happen, book bands from
out of town, create their own literature, create
their own st111cturethat supports m1istic
expression in any form," he said.
"Once this self-defeatist mentality that the
'Valley sucks' is finally removed from all the
youth (junior high to university level] then
not only the scene, but the Rio Grande Valley
will flourish with the dignity that all 'cultural
Meccas· possess," he conclude-0.

10% Discount

**SPECIALS

Pan Am Students & Teachers
ID Required
(Bar not included)

$4.95

3:00 p.rn. TO 7:00 p.m.
~'Ion.
Tues.

Burril'OS
Tosiadas Mexicanas

\Ved.

Eothiladr,s

Suh:as

Thurs.
Tacos A La Plancha
Fri.
Fla urns
(iucludes beans & son drink)

The Pr~sident's
Choice in
Mexican Food

LACASA
Authentic

Mexican Food

EDINBURG 321W. UniversityDr.
7:00

am

-

10:00

m

Sun - Thurs)

7:00

am

-

383-0521

Midui ht Fri & Sat)
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Dodge Stratus Sedan

i:>Oi:>G
GRAB LIFE BY THE HORNS
Dodge Dakota

Fora limitedtime,new

collegegraduates
canget

,

Dodge Neon

cashallowance•)<

onselectDodge
vehicles.
-----Plus
getothergenerous
consumer
cashallowances.

SeeYourLocalDodgeDealerToday.
•Thlsprogramprovidesa s600bonusciish:dlowanceln additionto the$400mtUonalcollegegraduatecashalJowanoo
fora
total $1,000C"-<h
allowancefor recentcn1l<-s•
gr:lrluatcs,selectcnllegeseniors, and mastersand doctornI programenrollees011
dMi1>urd1ase
or leaseof eligible2003Oo<lge
1'Cliicle1.Hligihlevehicles
are:11'idgc
Dakma.Str:ttusSed:m,St.ratu.,Coupe.and
1-(eon
..1111,1.
lllke retail deliYCJ-y
hy(>130/03.llesidcncyrestrictionsapply.Plea~ see >"'urdealer fnr eligihility requirementsand

11rogram
details.

Dodge Stratus Coupe
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UTPA to attend Drake Relays
Four me1nbers of The University of Texas-Pan An1erican track tea1n will
compete this weekend in the 94th Annual Drake Relays at Drake Stadium in
Des !vfoines, Iowa.
The Drake Relays is the second oldest 1neet in the nation
Sopho1nore Westly Keating will compete in the 5,000-ineter run on
Thursday, Rowena Han1let will run in the 400-ineter hurdles, Deneb DeLuna
will con1pete in the shotput on Friday, and Hugo Cervantes \Viii participate in
the 3,000-nieter steeplechase on Saturday.
UTPA will next co1npete in the Texas Invitational on May 3 at Austin.

Davis garners honor
Senior guard James Davis becan1e the second UTPA men's basketball player
honored this year \Vhen he received honorable 1nention for the inaugural
NCAA Division I-AAA Athletic Directors' Association Scholar-Athlete Tea1n.
Davis averaged 2.9 points and 2.3 rebounds per game and led the Broncs
with 3.8 assists.

Lady Broncs hit recruiting trail
The University of Texas-Pan American womens basketball team added three
new recruits this past week to bring the total to five new players for the Lady
Broncs.
On Monday, 5-foot-6 point guard Ashley Roberts fro1n Butler County
Co1n1nunity College in El Dorado, Kan., and 5-foot-9 guard Arrita Oler fro1n
Coffeyville Co1nn1unity College in Coffeyville, Kan. were added to the Lady
Bronc Roster. Both players join UTPA as juniors and will have two years of
eligibility.

Roberts averaged 11.2 points, 3 assists and 2.8 steals per gan1e as a
sophomore, while Oler averaged 15.2 points, 7.4 rebounds, and 2.52 steals per
game.
Six-fool forward Kristi Dudley fron1 Cedar Hill High School joined UTPA
on Tuesday and will begin her college career this fall. She will have four years
of eligibility.

Golf adds athlete
Not to be left behind in the recruiting frenzy, the UTPA n1en's golf tea1n
added Colin Norris fro1n Cochrane High School in Calgary, Alberta, Canada
as its newest recruit.
Norris participated in the Canadian Junior Cha1npionships where he finished
14th overall. He also played for the Alberta Provincial tean1 and took first
place at the Junior A1nerica's Cup.
Norris joins Pan A1n as a freslunan and will have four years of eligibility.

Celeb softball
The Edinburg Roadrunners baseball team will kick off their season with the
Second Annual Celebrity Softball Ganie at 5:30 p.111.on April 27 at the
Edinburg Baseball Stadiun1.
April is Child Abuse Awareness and Prevention Month and the softball gan1e
is the Roadrunners' way of helping in the fight against child abuse and
neglect. Local television and radio celebrities along with local officials will
take the field with the Roadrunners to compete against their peers in the
"Stars and Stripes" softball ga1ne.
The game will help the CASA of Hidalgo County raise funds for the CASA
For Kids Crisis Center that helps fa1nilies in crisis.
For more infonnation, call the CASA office at 381-HOLD.

BronC5
WE HAVEA SUREFIRE
WAYTO PREDICTTHE
FUTURE.HIRE YOUTO
INVENT IT.
Cyberspace controls
systems

and laser defense

came as no surprise

to the

U.S. Air Force. In fact, they came off our
drawing boards. No wonder we re always
looking to hire the best and brightest.
You can leverage your degree immediately
and get hands-on experience \"lith some
of the rnost sophisticated

technology on

earth. To request more information,

call

1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at
airforce.com.

\I•:.•
US.AIR
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the victory for Lopez and pick up his third
save of the season.
Despite dropping two of three road
games this week, the Broncs improved to
3-9 on the road in April, 4-9 overall this
month. Last season, Pan Am was 2-8 on
road during April.
In addition, UTPA has cranked 14 roundlrippers this year and are just two away
from tying last year's total of 16.
A testament to the improved hitting over
last year's Bronc team is their current .286
batting average.
Last season. UTPA finished with a .259
average.
SO CLOSE
On Tuesday afternoon, the Broncs gave
the defending champion Texas Longhorns
a run for their money, but Pan Am couldn't
hold on and dropped a tough 6-5 loss to
extend their losing streak against Texas to
23 straight games dating back to 1972.
The Broncs scored five runs in a lhreeinning stretch to lake a 5-0 lead in the top
of the fifth inning.
Pan Am held on to a 5-2 lead until the
bottom of the eighth when senior starting
pitcher Travis Parker ran out of gas and the
bottom fell oul.
Texas scored three runs to lie the UTPA,
5-5, and knock Parker out of the game.
Parker pitched seven solid innings until
he was relieved by sophomore John Lopez
to stop lhe Longhorns. Brownsville native
Parker left the game after allowing five
runs on 10 hits while striking out four
batters.
In the top of the ninth, UTPA was held
scoreless and gave the Longhorns the
chance win it.

The Longhorns took advantage of the
Broncs· inability to score when center
fielder Joe Ferin was hil by a pitch by
Mission native Lopez.
Ferin later advanced to second when
Lopez balked and one out later stole third
and ended up scoring the winning run on
an errant throw to third by catcher Matt
Eichel. Lopez took the loss to drop to 2-1
on the season.
The Mission High standout pitched I. I
innings and allowed just one run and didn't
allow a hit.
Earlier this season, Lopez pitched 1.2
innings in Pan Am's 7-3 loss to the
Longhorns on April 8. In that game, Lopez
didn't allow any runs or hits, and struck
out one Longhorn in a losing effort.
The Broncs will have a week off after
their recent road trip and will be back in
action against Texas-San Antonio on
Wednesday, April 30, at 5 p.m. in their
final home game of the season at the
Edinburg Baseball Stadium.

lpc1minaSch1dul1
Date

Opponent

Location

May 2

SE Louisiana Hammond, LA

May 3 SE Louisiana Hammond, LA
May 4

SE Louisiana Hammond, LA

May 16 NMSU

Las Cruces, NM

May 17 NMSU

Las Cruces, NM
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Proud Sponsor
of the
burg Roadrunners

Photo by Daniel Aguilar/The Pan American

SophomorecatcherMatt Eicheltakesa cut at a pitch earlierthis seasonat EdinburgBaseballStadium.Eichelis batting.202 this seasonwith 24 hits in 119at bats.

UTPAvsUTSA*

UTPAvsur
Season

Result

Score

Season

Result

Score

4/22/03
4/8/03
3/24/02
3/23/02
3/22/02
2001

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
W
W
W
W
L
W

5-6
3-7
0-20
0-9
0-10
6-12
6-12
4-12
7-8
6-23
1-6
4-7
2-4
8-13
1-4
3-9
0-3
2-9
0-7
12-14 (12)
1-7
1-2
0-1
4-0
1-0
3-1
4-3
0-4
6-5

4/23/03
4/23/03
2002

L

16-10
11-6
3-11
7-6
1-13
5-16
8-10
5-6
4-8
2-5
1-5
5-9
10-16
8-9
1-10
12-1
6-12
3-4
1-4
6-1
7-6 (10)
4-1
8-7
9-7
4-3
9-2
4-3
11-15
4-6

2000
1999
1983
1980
1979
1977

1975
1974
1973
1972
1971

•MOST RECENTGAMES(6-29 all time)

UTPA goes 1-1 in doubleheader against
UTSA, nearly pull off upset over Longhorns
By JUAN FLORES
The Pan American
The University of Texas-Pan
American baseball team splil a
doubleheader yesterday afternoon lo
The University of Texas-San
Antonio Roadrunners, 11-6 and 1610, to win their 20th game of the
season against 25 losses.
'vVith the game two victory, UTSA
improved to 22-22 on the season,
and UTPA (20-25) improved to 3-14
on the road.
Ln the second game of the
afternoon, the Broncs wasted a 4-2
fifth inning lead when the
Roadrunners tagged reliever Aaron
Guerra for six runs in the bottom of
the fifth to take a 8-4 lead.
One inning later, UTSA erupted
for five more runs to increase their
lead to 13-4 and knock relief pitcher
Juan Saenz, the second Bronc
reliever, out of the game.
Ln the top of the seventh, Pan Am
rallied for four 1uns to cut the
deficit to 13-8.
The Roadrunners added three
more runs in the next two innings lo
finish off UTPA 16-10.
Evin Brewer got the win to
improve to 4-1 on the season, while
junior Tommy Sorden dropped to 2-

4.
In game one, UTPA avenged its
heartbreaking loss to the Longhorns
the day before by whipping TexasSan Antonio 11-6.
The Broncs unloaded on
Roadrunner starting pitcher Aaron
Rodriguez by taking an 8-1 lead
after just two innings of play.
Rodriguez allowed eight runs on
as many hits and dropped to J -2 for
the season.
UTSA chipped away at the Bronc
lead to close within 8-5 after six
innings, but UTPA pulled away in
the ninth by scoring three insurance
runs to take an 11-5 lead.
The Roadrunners added a run in
the bottom of the ninth, but were
not able to overcome Pan Am's fiverun lead and eventually lost. 11-6.
Pitching on less than a day's rest,
Lopez threw 5.2 innings of solid
ball to improve to 3-1 on the
season. He allowed five runs while
scattering nine hits, and striking out
one batter lo improve his ERA lo
6.31.
Junior Johnny Gibson came on in
relief of Lopez in the sixth and
pitched 1.1 innings while allowing
one run on a single hit to conserve

2001

2000

w
L

w
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

w
L
L
L
1999

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
L
L

*MOST RECENTGAMES(24-29 all time)
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KillerBees,hockeysoon UTPAhoopster
to makeValleydebut
pick playoffs
by October, and will have a capacity of 5,500.
The Killer Bees' season will start in late
October and will run until March 2004, with 64

By NADER !VI.SJAl\1
The PanAmerican

The National Hockey League started the
playoffs with I 6 teams in pursuit of the
prestigious Lord Stanley Cup. The
championship series brings together teams from
the United States and Canada to compete for the
highest level of achievement of professional
hockey. The first round is complete and only
eight teams remain in their quest of hockey
supremacy.
In the Eastern Conference, Ottawa, New
Jersey, Philadelphia and Tampa Bay still remain.
Ottawa advanced lo the Eastern Conference
semifinals by eliminating the New York
]slanders, 4 games to I. The New Jersey Devils
also advanced in speedy fashion by disposing of
the Boston Bruins in five games. The Tampa
Bay Lightning did away with Washington in six,
while Philadelphia and Toronto battled for seven
games until the Flyers blew past Toronto, 6-1, in
the seventh and deciding game Tuesday night.
In the Western Conference, Dallas.
Vancouver, M innesola and Anaheim look to
move closer lo winning a championship.
The Dallas Stars eliminated the Edmonton
Oilers with a 3-2 sixth-game victory last
Saturday. The Anaheim Mighty Ducks swept the
defending champion Detroit Red 'vVings in the
best-of-seven series and will face Dallas in the
semifinals.
Minnesota advanced lo the next round by
edging out Colorado in seven games while
Vancouver did the same with the St. Louis
Blues.
LOCAL CONNECTION
As hockey fans from the Valley watch the
NHL playoffs on television this year, they can
look forward lo watching a professional hockey
game in person when the expansion Rio Grande
Valley Killer Bees hit the ice next season.
The Killer Bees will drop the puck for their
inaugural season in October 2003 as the newest
team of the Central Hockey League.
The Killer Bees will do their battles at the
newly constTucted ..Hive" which will be ready

regular season games.

The team will play 32 of these games on their
home ice in Hidalgo in the hunt for the
President's Cup, the pinnacle of the CHL.
"If you have never been lo a hockey game in
person you can not imagine how much fun ii
is... said Trey Medlock, president and general
manager of the Killer Bees.
·'This is the kind of entertainment the Valley
natives will love, their will be more going on
around the rink with promotions and giveaways
then on the ice, .. Medlock said. "Hockey is so
fast-paced and exciting there will never be a
dull momelll.''
The popularity of hockey in the Valley has
already caught on with 1,000 of the 2,500
season tickets available sold; as a season ticket
holder there are many benefits. There will be a
seal selection party with the players, and holders
never stand in line for tickets and have first
option for playoff tickets. Also. season ticket
holders will receive 10 percent off on all Killer
Bees team merchandise and preferred assigned
parking.
The Killer Bees will start picking their
players in June in a supplement draft. choosing
players from the other 16 teams in the CHL to
fill an 18-man roster.
The brain trust of the Killer Bees along with
Medlock will involve newly named head coach
and Director of Hockey Operations Tracy
Egeland.
"'\Vith the staff we have started to assemble.
this team has a great opportunity lo be
successful early and possibly making the
playoffs in its first season." Medlock said. ''It's
a great time to get everyone involved and
interested about hockey. with the NHL playoffs
up and running we see all over the U.S how
exciting hockey can be."
Season tickets are now available by calling
the Killer Bees front office at (956) 843-7825.
For more information concerning Killer Bees
hockey, visit their \Veb site at:
www. ki Ilerbeehockey.com.

By ALEX GRAVEL
The Pa11American

111eNBA playoffs are undenvay and
there will be a battle to try to take away
the title from tl1eUtree-timechampion
Los Angeles Lake,-sand their superstars
Shaquille o·Neal and Kobe Bryant.
The battle will
take place mostly in
tl1e\Vestwhere U1e
teams are a lot more
experienced and
where they know
how to win
chrunpionsbips.
The Lakers might
only be seeded fiftl1

.. .

COMMENTARY
in the 'vVestemConference. but tl1eyare
playing as good basketball as ru1ybodyin
the league in tl1esecond half of the
season. 111eMinnesota Timberwolves
are trying to get past them and finally
reach tl1esecond round of the playoffs
for tl1efirst time in franchise history.
111eother three threats in the West are
the San Antonio Spurs, Sacramento
Kings ru1dthe Dallas Mavericks. 111ey
are ranked first, second ru1dthird
respectively but are also looking at tough
match-ups in tl1efirst round.
111eSpurs are facing the Phoenix Suns
and they cru1never count them out,
losing U1eiropening game in ovenime
witl1a three-pointer at the buzzer by
Stephan l'vlarbury.The Spurs evened the
series 1-1 Tuesday night wiU1a 84-76
wm.

111eUtah Jazz will most likely not be
able to keep up with the young legs of
the Kings. Karl Malone and John
Stockton have a lot of experience in the
playoffs with tl1eJazz but ii will not be
enough to come out of U1efirst round.
Rasheed \Vallace and tl1ePortland
Trailblazers will be a hru1elfulfor the
l\1avericks,who did not finish tl1e
regular season the way tl1eycould have.
111eyled the West for tl1emajority of U1e
season but could onl)' place third behind
S,m Antonio ru1dSacramento.
111erace for tl1eEasle1nConferenceChampionship will be a close one.
Anybody can beat ruiy tean1on any
given day. 111ereare no lean1swith
consistent, experienced players tlrntcan
win eve1y night on a regutru·basis.
In the East, U1eNo. I seed in U1eEast
Detroit Pistons (50-32) have a 1-1 lead
on the No. 8 seed Orlando Magic (4240). If the No. I seed only won eight
more games than tl1eNo. 8 seed. that
gives us an idea of how unpredictable
the East is going lo be.
111eNew Jersey Nets will look to get
back to U1efinals after they were swept
by the Lakers last year, but will have to
strike Gary Payton and his new team.
111eseries is cwrently lied 1-1.
111eNo. 3 seed lndiru1aPacers ru1d
Reggie l\1illerare considered one of the
favorites to get out of tl1eEast. but are
knotted at 1-1 in their se,ies with the
Boston Celtics.
Allan Iverson will once again try lo do

the impossible and b1ing his teru11out of
the East like he did a few yeru-sago.
Iverson will need a lot of help from his
teammates to get past tl1eNew Orleans
Homets, but tl1e76e1-salready have a 2-0
lead.
Here are predictions from a number of
UTPAbasketball players.

Sophomore
Matt
Hall

-

Finals:
LosAngeles
vsHewJersev

Champ;
LosAngeles
intour

Senior
Andrius
Sakalys
Rnals:
Lo-s
Angeles
vsNew
Jersey

Champ;
LosAngeles
insix

seniorKevin
Mitchell

Rnals:
Sacramento
VSPhiladelphia

Champ:
Sacramen
insix
Junior
Allen
Holcomb
Rnals:
LosAngeles
vsIndiana

Champ;
LosAngeles
insix

Intramural
teamsplaytourneys

senior
Tomas
Sitnikovas

for softball to make it more appealing,'· said
Charlie C,iceres, coordinator of Campus
The Pa11America11
Activities. Hl\l!orestudents are participating in the
sports that we offer because our facilities are
The intramural recreation department
concluded a 3-on-3 basketball single elimination
improving:·
tournainenl Tuesday where six teams ballled to
In flag football, the Explosion and I EEE's won
determine this year's
their respective games
intramural champion.
Tuesday afternoon. They
The teams that participated
are preparing for the
were Team Punishment, Team
competitive single
More
students
4, Team X . Suicide Kings,
elimination tournament
Triple Threat and Allwith the Stallions and
are participating
American Shooterz. When the
Gamblers still undefeated.
dust settled Team 4 won the
In soccer, La Pandilla
in the sports that
championship by defeating
won their last game of the
we
offer
because
Triple Threat, 59-32.
regular season and are
In the softball tournament,
working toward a possible
our facilities are
the final two games were
matchup with the frontplayed with the Outlaws and
improving.
, , running Illegal Aliens. The
Scrubs winning their
single-elimination
- Charlie Caceres, coordinator of
respective games 10 advance to
tournament begins next
Campus Activities
week to determine the
the softball championship
which will be played today.
champion.
..The growth of participation
For more information on the tournaments or
of all the sports has gone up since the fields were
other intramural sports call 956-292-0839 or stop
assigned, we are working on putting up a fence
by the Intramural office localed at Bronc Village.

Rnals:
Sacrament
vsNew
Jersey

By NADER M. SJAt\1

''

Champ;
Sacramen
insix
Sophomore
Eric
Montalvo
RnalS:
LosAngeles
vsNew
Jersey

Champ;
LosAngeles
intour
Junior
ChrisFagan
Rnals:
LosAngeles
vsPhiladelphia

Champ;
Philadelph
inseven

■

■
■
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UTPA men's tennis team heads to six-team
conference tournament fallowing seasonendin,g victory over UTSA
By ALEX GRAVEL
The Pcm American
The men's tennis team is heading
lo the Southland Conference
Tournament this weekend with only
one goal in mind: win.
The Broncs will get !heir shot at
the rest of the conference starting
al 9:30 a.m. Friday al the UTA
Tennis Center in Arlington.
After finishing lhe season on a
high note, beating UTSA 4-3 in
their last match of the regular
season, the Broncs will look to
continue their fine play against
Lamar University in the firs! round.
UTPA finished the regular season
with a 12-7 overall record, and 3-2
in the SLC.
It will not be an easy !ask even
though they beat the Cardinals in
their last meeting, by a count of 5-

2.
"Las! time we
lost the doubles
poinl and I didn't
feel like we
played well in
the doubles al
all," said head
coach Todd
Chapman. ''\'le
played better in
singles and only
lost at lhe
number one
position."
• Todd
The only pair
who emerged
victorious was
senior lvlatl Gower and freshman
Nik Porter, both from England, who
defeated Naeem Kath and Juan
Pablo Alatorre 8-4. Lamar's No. I
player Jakob Paulsen was the only
Cardinal to record a win in singles,
crushing Belgian Tom
Mangelschols 6-1, 6-0.
The strategy for Friday's matchup is nothing bul playing the tennis
they know how lo play.
·'\'le never know what Lamar
learn is going lo show up so they
are hard to prepare for," Chapman
said. ''They have a great number
one player but I think we are more
talented as a team."
Being more talented will not be
enough to win the tournament and
Chapman knows firsthand that it is
not something to rely on.'vVhen
learns enter tournament or post

,,

season compel1llon, experience can
make all the difference between
winning and losing.
''Last year we beat !hem twice in
the regular season and we almost
lost lo !hem in the tournament," he
said. "'vVe can't overlook anybody
and we have to learn from our past
experiences.''
There are six teams participating
in this year's SLC Tournament and
four of them are most likely lo
battle for lhe title.
''UT-Arlington, UTSA,
Southeastern Louisiana and us can
win the tournament and the team
who is consistent and plays well
during the whole weekend will win
il," Chapman said.
Centenary and Lamar will have
to play more than inspired tennis to
be able lo lake home lhe honors.
The Gents finished their season
5-15 and 0-5
in conference
play. The
Cardinals
fared a Jillie
beller in both
overall
performance
and
conference
play, ending
2003 with an
8- II overall
record and
went 1-4 in
Chapman, UTPA head
tennis coach
conference.
If lhe
Broncs make
il through the first round, they will
be most likely lo face lhe hosting
team.
"UT-Arlington is a great team
and we lost to them 5-2 in the
regular season," Chapman said.
"\Ve' re not worried about them yet
though because right now we are
focusing on Lamar onl)•."
The winner of the SLC
Tournament will get an automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament.
For the Broncs' two seniors,
Gower and Neil Barraclough, also
from England, it would be a great
way to end their careers and a
fantastic year.
"\'le had a great year and to top
it off with being nationally ranked
and win lhe conference tournament
would be a great way to get out,"
Barraclough said.

They have a
great number
one player, but I
think we are
more talented as
a team.
,,
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Photoby Mau Lynch/T/Je
Pan Ame,-ican

SeniorMattGower(Somerset,England)leapsto hit a serveearlierin the season.

